M.A.D.D
Greatest Hits
Saturday at 6 PM
October 3 2020

Star
Mo Leggs
C. Daddy
TBH
Dr. Tre
Introductions
Jimalita Tillman, KJ Sheldon, Bril Barrett, and Jay Fagan

Interview with Nora Clark

Beyond A Shuffle
tapthatbrass.org/madd-doc
maddrhythms.com

Choreography: Bril Barrett
Song: All Things Chi by Ben Jammin Johnson

Choreography + Improvography: Sarah Savelli, Ian Berg, Jason Janas
Song: Delilah by Ramsey Lewis Trio

Choreography: George Patterson III
Song: Do I Do by Stevie Wonder

Choreography: Bril Barrett
Song: All Things Chi by Ben Jammin Johnson

Choreography: Tré Dumas, Jumaane Taylor
Song: Can You Feel Me

Interview with Star Dixon

Choreography: Tré Dumas
Song: Days Like This by Kenny Latimore

Interview with Lee Howard

Choreography: Lee Howard
Song: Take Five by Al Jarreau

Interview with Bril Barrett

Choreography: Bril Barrett
Song: All Things Chi by Ben Jammin Johnson

Interview with Tré Dumas

Choreography: Tré Dumas
Song: Glorious by Martha Munizzi

Choreography: Bril Barrett
Song: Dance For Me by Sisqo

Choreography: Tré Dumas
Song: Days Like This by Kenny Latimore

Choreography: Lee Howard
Song: Take Five by Al Jarreau

Choreography: Star Dixon
Song: This Place Hotel (aka Heartbreak Hotel) by The Jacksons

Choreography: Jumaane Taylor, Star Dixon, Donnetta Jackson
Interview with George Patterson III

Choreography: Bril Barrett
Song: Do I Do by Stevie Wonder

Choreography: George Patterson III
Song: Delilah by Ramsey Lewis Trio

Choreography: Bril Barrett, Tré Dumas, Jumaane Taylor

Choreography: Bril Barrett
Song: Dance For Me by Sisqo

Choreography: Tré Dumas
Song: Glorious by Martha Munizzi

Choreography: Tré Dumas
Song: Can You Feel Me

Choreography: Star Dixon
Song: This Place Hotel (aka Heartbreak Hotel) by The Jacksons

Choreography: Jumaane Taylor, Star Dixon, Donnetta Jackson
Interview with George Patterson III

Choreography: Tré Dumas
Song: Glorious by Martha Munizzi

Choreography: Jumaane Taylor, Star Dixon, Donnetta Jackson
Interview with George Patterson III

Choreography: George Patterson III
Song: Delilah by Ramsey Lewis Trio

Choreography: Bril Barrett, Tré Dumas, Jumaane Taylor

Choreography: Bril Barrett
Song: All Things Chi by Ben Jammin Johnson

Choreography: Tré Dumas
Song: Glorious by Martha Munizzi

Choreography: George Patterson III
Song: Delilah by Ramsey Lewis Trio

Choreography: Bril Barrett, Tré Dumas, Jumaane Taylor

Choreography: Bril Barrett
Song: All Things Chi by Ben Jammin Johnson

Choreography: Tré Dumas
Song: Glorious by Martha Munizzi

Interview with Star Dixon

Interview with Lee Howard

Interview with Bril Barrett

Interview with Tré Dumas

MC: Jay Fagan
Director: Star Dixon, Donnetta Jackson
Lighting Designer: Phoenix Ballentine

Sound Engineer: Mark Coskrey
Videography: Forge Productions, Vision Noire
Editing: Forge Productions, Vision Noire, Megan Davis
PERFORMERS

Company:
Bril Barrett
Star Dixon
Donnetta Jackson
Tristan Bruns
Megan Davis
KJ Sheldon
Alexandrya Fryson
Andrew Carr

Apprentice:
Caleb Jackson
Izaiah Harris
Ivy Anderson
Kayana Latimer
Devin Mosely
Davon Suttles
Molly Sute
Torie Gray
Case Prime
William Wims

Alumni:
Tré Dumas
Nico Rubio
Lee Howard
Ian Berg
Jumaane Taylor

Guest Performers:
Sarah Savelli
Jason Janas
George Patterson III

Thank you for tuning in and we hope you will join us in our 20th season next year!

maddrhythms.com